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A process-based cost-benefit analysis for digitising police suspect 

interviews 
John Cussons and Ian J Seath: Presented to the OR Society Conference 9th September 2010 

Abstract  

The technology to move to digital recording of audio and video interviews is now available in the 

marketplace and the question being asked is whether its implementation can deliver 

improvements in efficiency, effectiveness and cycle-time. In this case study, we answer that 

question. The conference presentation will be based on a piece of work looking at the cost-benefit 

of moving from tape-based Police interviewing processes to digital processing. This involved 

some process analysis, activity costing and also showed up some interesting "non-Lean" waste 

as well as proving the benefit of going digital. 
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Why invest in digital interviewing of suspect interviews? 

The technology to move to digital recording of audio and video interviews is now available in the 

marketplace and the question being asked is whether its implementation can deliver 

improvements in efficiency, effectiveness and cycle-time.  The pressures currently on the Police 

to improve performance in suspect, witness and victim interviewing processes include: 

 budget constraints and challenges to demonstrate value for money and cost 

improvements 

 the task of meeting the demands of Speedy, Simple, Summary Justice (SSSJ)  

 tape-based technology that is in use being out-dated and prone to failure 

 increasing costs of long-term storage of recorded media 

 pressure on central transcribing teams who produce the typed records of taped interviews 

A number of constabularies are considering investing in digital technology and a few are running 

pilots in some of their interview suites. The issue that many constabularies face is that they are 

unclear what their current interviewing processes cost them, what capacity they actually have 

within parts of the process, such as the transcribing team, and also whether there are potential 

cycle-time reductions that can be made which will improve their ability to meet the SSSJ 

obligations. 
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Without this understanding of cost, capacity and cycle-time opportunities it is difficult for senior 

managers to build a clear case for the move to new technology and thereby justify the investment 

of scarce budgets.   

The objectives of the project described in this case study were to: 

 Understand the present process for carrying out, recording and transcribing interviews 

 Develop the “to be” process, with the adoption of a digital solution 

 Cost both the present and potential future process 

 Produce a short report showing the costs and benefits of moving to the new technology 

 

Methodology 

The project took the following approach… 

 Define the scope and boundaries of the processes associated with interviewing suspects and 

witnesses. 

 Identify a set of performance information and costing data required to complete the analysis. 

 Conduct face-to-face interviews with key staff who operate those processes. Mapping the 

processes “live” with them, and establishing estimates of activity processing times. 

 Create costed process maps for the current, non-digital processes. 

 Identify the specific ways in which a digital solution would change the processes.  

– A semi-digital solution (use of CDs and DVDs) and a fully-digital solution (server-

based) were included.   

– Process maps, with activity timings were developed for the fully-digital processes 

only. 

 Compare the costs of the digital and non-digital processes. 

Examples of tools and techniques used within the project included the following: 

SIPOC: a framework for defining the boundaries and scope of a process (SIPOC is an 

abbreviation of Suppliers, Inputs, Processes, Outputs and Customers).  We used this in 

discussion with the client to establish the boundaries for both Suspect and Witness Interviewing 

processes. 

Process Measurement Framework: a model describing the three types of performance data 

required to manage any business process.  It comprises “Internal KPIs” such as volume, time and 

cost, “Output KPIs” such as error rates and yield, and “Satisfaction KPIs” such as customer 
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satisfaction.  The framework was used as a basis for identifying relevant source data required in 

the project. 

Diagnostic Interviewing: face-to-face interviews with key client staff in order to understand their 

processes, how well the work and opportunities for improvement. 

Process Mapping: we used a tool called “Control 2007” [available from Nimbus Partners].  This 

is a process management tool which enables processes to be captured rapidly in “live 

workshops”, working with the staff who operate the processes.  With its ability to conduct Activity 

Based Costing analysis and create multiple scenarios, Control 2007 is a simple, but powerful 

support tool. 

Activity Based Costing: Control 2007 has Activity Based Costing functionality to help calculate 

“cost per transaction”, “annual costs” and “Full Time Equivalents (FTEs)”.  We were able to build a 

Resource Library within Control 2007 so that staff hourly costs could be built into the process 

maps and used to calculate transaction costs. 

The Seven Wastes: a tool from Lean Thinking which categorises non-value-adding activities into 

seven types of waste; people waiting, over-production, re-work/failures, people moving, over-

processing, inventory and transport of materials. 

Understanding today’s performance 

The key aim of the project was to work with the client’s staff to develop a clear benefits case for 

the move to the new technology. A secondary, but complimentary aim was to identify other 

improvement opportunities within the current process at the same time. 

We started by creating a high-level “as is” process map such as the one shown in Figure 1 below. 

We defined the scope and boundaries of the processes with the senior management of the 

constabulary. We then met with front-line staff involved with the interviewing process to carry out 

a process analysis and develop a detailed set of process maps (using Control 2007 software) 

which capture the current way that steps are carried out. This analysis also included gaining an 

understanding of who carries out each step and the time taken. 
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[Figure 1] Example high-level Process Map for Suspect Interviewing 
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Once the “as is” maps were produced we worked with the constabulary to identify the key 

performance information and costing data which they needed to provide us with to allow us to 

develop a fully costed model. These data included: 

- Volumes of interviews, stratified by type: Major Crime, Serious Crime and Volume Crime 

- Time spent in conducting interviews 

- Proportions of interviews that required full, or partial, transcription 

- Annual spend on tapes 

- Hourly rates of staff involved in the process 

- Numbers of staff (FTE) involved in transcription and storage/retrieval processes 

As is often the case, the required data were not always readily available and, in some cases, 

different sources of data gave conflicting information.  For example, Custody Suite records were 

used to quantify the volume of interviews, but were not always able to provide data on interview 

lengths.  It also turned out not to be possible to get useable data on costs of storage and transport 

of tapes and therefore our cost-benefit analysis only included the direct, time-based costs of 

operating the interviewing processes. 

Data gathering to identify how long each process step takes was largely carried out by 

interviewing relevant staff.  However, this can obviously result in biased data and we therefore 

asked teams of staff to “validate” the data that had been collated by their colleagues.  In an ideal 
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world, a technique such as Activity Sampling would be used, but client time and budget pressures 

for this project meant we had to adopt a more pragmatic approach.  Experience with other clients 

has shown the approach we adopted to be accurate enough for management to be able to draw 

reasonable conclusions. 

We also met with senior managers to understand the wider needs of the constabulary and how 

digital interviewing technology could support their future strategic direction. 

During the data-gathering phase of this work we reviewed the present processes from a “Lean 

Thinking” perspective to identify where there were potential areas of improvement to be gained 

prior to, and following, the implementation of digital interviewing technology.  The Seven Wastes 

approach was used to help categorise the various non-value-adding activities that were found 

within the processes.  Table 1 below summarises some examples. 

[Table 1] Examples of waste identified in the interviewing processes, categorised using the 

“Seven Wastes” from Lean Thinking 

Waste  Examples in interviewing processes  

People 

Waiting 

Waiting time while tapes are retrieved from storage so they can be collected 

by an officer. 

Over-

production 

Producing three copies of the interview tape even though defence solicitors 

virtually never ask for a copy. 

Rework & 

Failures 

Corrections of transcripts because the original tape was inaudible, broken, 

etc. 

People 

Moving 

Officers travelling to the ROTI team to deliver tapes (due to fear of loss) and 

any travel to/from tape storage. 

Over-

processing 

Checking information for completeness when it arrives at the ROTI team (it 

should not be delivered incomplete).  Checking transcripts after they have 

been returned from correction (why would they be wrong a second time?). 

Inventory All the storage of tapes, plus any temporary storage by officers at their 

desks.  Also, the storage of blank tapes, required for interviewing. 

Transport of 

materials 

All transport of tapes between police stations and ROTI and storage. 
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It was clear from this part of our analysis that there were plenty of opportunities for improvement 

even without an investment in digital technology. 

 

Demonstrating the benefits of digital interviewing 

Once the current situation had been captured, we developed a fully-costed model in Control 2007 

which identified the total cost of the interviewing processes. For example, present costs for one 

hundred interviews may be £8,000 depending on the mix of major, serious and volume crime 

interviews that a particular constabulary has. This is based only on the cost of staff time in 

carrying out the process and there are additional costs of tapes, transport and storage (which we 

did not quantify). 

Figure 2 below shows the analysis of cost for each step in the end-to-end process.  It highlights 

the fact that approximately half the total process cost is associated with Transcription activities.  

[Figure 2] Costs of each process step as a % of total process cost for Major Crime Suspect 

Interviewing 

 

The process model also allowed us to identify how many full time equivalent (FTE) staff the 

present workload and process required. This could be compared to present staffing levels within 

the constabulary to demonstrate whether a “Lean Thinking” approach might offer opportunities for 
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improvement even before new technology is applied. This approach also allowed us to identify 

where potential bottlenecks might exist in the present process. 

It was clear from the analysis that the Transcription Team was staffed to a level based on peak 

demand and that improvements to work prioritisation and workload balancing could be achieved 

with staff reductions of perhaps 20%.   

The process model will drill down into a much greater level of detail such as that shown below 

(Figure 3). This example is of a major crime interview process stage prior to digitisation. 

[Figure 3] Example “drilled-down” Process Map for conducting an interview (tape-based) 
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Our next step was to develop the proposed “to be” processes. Based on our knowledge and 

understanding of the technology available and the direction in which the constabulary wanted to 

move we were able to develop a fully-costed “to be” process model. An example of what might 

happen to the above process if a server-based digital recording system was used is shown below 

(Figure 4). 
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[Figure 4] Example “drilled-down” Process Map for conducting an interview (digital-based) 
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The “to be” model allowed us to show potential savings that were available. For example, server-

based digital recording could bring the cost of staff time in carrying out the process down to 

£6,600 per 100 interviews, again dependent on the mix of major, serious and volume crime 

interviews. As part of the report we identified the likely payback period which for this constabulary 

would be less than twelve months, based solely on staff time savings.  We used cost data for a 

typical digital installation, including the costs of staff training and change implementation. 

Additional benefits which we were not able to quantify in our analysis included: 

– Downstream monitoring (cost, time) 

– Transport (cost, time) 

– Storage (cost) 

– Security (media/data loss) 

– End-to-end Cycle Time reduction which will support the achievement of SSSJ targets 

Had these benefits been costed it is likely that a payback period of 6-7 months would have been 

possible. 

The analysis enabled us to make some additional recommendations on other areas of potential 

improvement opportunities in addition to those directly related to digital interviewing technology: 

 More detailed analysis of the Transcription Team’s processes would confirm the scale of 

potential savings from productivity improvements 
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 Using data and workflow available in a server-based system would enable the Transcription  

Team’s workload to be managed more effectively and move away from the current FIFO (first 

in out first out) system 

 Quantification of benefits not calculated in this work would add weight to the benefits case 

 The adoption of a server-based solution would open up opportunities to implement a 

balanced performance measurement system for the interviewing processes 

 

Some challenges and learning points 

 Finding out exactly how many of each type of interview is done each year was not as simple 

as you might think 

 People will tell you the “worst case” processing time rather than the average – for accurate 

data you may need to use activity sampling and a trawl through a sample of custody suite 

records 

 The performance information needed to manage and improve these processes simply isn’t 

available routinely 

 There is a huge amount of unquantified waste in these processes and people regard it as 

“normal” working practice 

 Although the process time savings aren’t huge, the other benefits should make this type of 

investment a “no brainer” 
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